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"'Watanuki is Yuko's unwilling assistant, but even he is compelled by the fascinating adventures he's had since he started
working for the 'space-time witch.' Yuko operates a shop that grants people what they need, but there is always a price to
be paid."--Publisher.
RG Veda, pronounced Rig Veda, is based on the classic Indian saga of the same name. Ashura has now placed trust in
Kujaku, known for many lies, to tell the truth and lead them to the fabled Ice Castle in search of Yasha, magicked away in
a cloud of butterflies! But there are many strange fortresses in the realms of the gods, and the Sky Castle also is a place
of darkness, shrouded in sorrow by the grief of the Lady Karura for her sister. And even a sanctuary in the clouds is no
safe refuge to one hoping for revenge on the usurper of the heavens, Taishakuten...
White Blood Cell, Red Blood Cell, Macrophage, and the cute little Platelets face a threat unlike any they’ve ever dealt
with before: COVID-19! But even this threat can be defeated, as long as everyone works together. The uplifting and
informative series comes to a close with one last tour of the hardworking body, featuring “left shift” in the blood, retinal
degeneration, and a simple bump on the noggin. But, of course, as long as there’s a job to do, this team won’t quit!
FINAL VOLUME!
When missing Clow Cards begin turning up alarmingly close to Sakura's home, catching the cards isn't just a matter of
responsibility--it's a matter of protecting the ones she loves. Includes a bonus Clow Card.
Shinigami-sama summons the strongest weapons from around the world to contain the rogue kishin and the spread of
his madness. As these powerful weapons strategize for what will be the most difficult battle of their lives, the students of
DWMA try to get back to their normal lives as best they can. For Maka, adjusting to the dangerous times is nothing
compared to Crona's struggle to adjust to life as a DWMA student!
Strep throat! Hay fever! Influenza! The world is a dangerous place for a red blood cell just trying to get her deliveries
finished. Fortunately, she’s not alone… she’s got a whole human body’s worth of cells ready to help out! The mysterious
white blood cell, the buff and brash killer T cell, the nerdy neuron, even the cute little platelets — everyone’s got to come
together if they want to keep you healthy!
Seventeen years after the original Cardcaptor Sakura manga ended, CLAMP returns with more magical clow card
adventures! Clear Card picks up right where Cardcaptor Sakura left off, with Sakura and Syaoran starting junior high
school. With the Final Judgment passed, Sakura thinks school life will be quiet, but then all her cards suddenly turn
blank! The mysterious new power she discovers will change how she thinks about her powers...
After a disastrous journey to the wasteland beyond the school, Sho and the rest of the surviving students return to their
fortress, only to discover an even deadlier danger waiting for them. Former friends must fight a final battle as Kazuo
Umezz's horror classic careens toward an epic conclusion! -- VIZ Media
FAI THE CURSED After the dangerous chess competition, Princess Sakura takes it upon herself to alter the future by
leaving her companions behind. As a result, her body and soul are separated. To go after her, the travelers have to
decide what they can afford to pay the witch, and Fai’s past comes out. As his lies are revealed, Fai’s curse comes back
to haunt him—one that threatens everyone’s lives if he can’t find a way to escape it.
Sakura is thrilled her father has time to come to parents’ day at school, as is Akiho when Kaito agrees to go. But he
doesn’t seem interested in the classes, so what is he really after? How is Sakura creating Clear Cards? And why did
Yuna D. Kaito come to Tomoeda in the first place?!
Experience the quirky, action-packed adventures of Maka and Soul Eater like never before, with this all-new, deluxe
collector's edition to celebrate Atsushi Ohkubo's global hit!! The saga of the Meisters and their Weapons takes on a
whole new look in the gorgeous Soul Eater: Perfect Edition! Dive into Maka and Soul's adventures in a unique larger
format on high-end paper stock that maximizes the dynamic art of the series! Each volume of this deluxe omnibus edition
of the megahit manga includes the content of approximately 11?2 original volumes, the original color pages, an updated
translation and lettering, and to top it all off, brand-new cover art drawn by creator Atsushi Ohkubo himself!
Kazuhiko, a former Black Ops agent, takes a job in the private sector and inadvertently discovers a government
compound that develops and monitors children with superhuman capabilities.
Yuzu is pumped to go on a summer trip with her friends but she also wants to spend time alone with Mei. As Mei and
Yuzu try and find an excuse to slip away from the main group, their friends start to suspect that there's something going
on between the two step-sisters.
Kikuhara comes to terms with the trauma of his past. Anzai, confronting Kikuhara, is forced to make a decision. Queen’s
plot comes into full view as a high-ranking government official makes a move. Society’s concerns about the presence of
devils come to a head in an unavoidable tragedy as this dark fantasy reaches the climax!
Transform into your most magical self with this one-of-a-kind, manga inspired self-care guide designed to help you discover and harness your
inner power- anime style! Inspired by the wand-wielding, crime-fighting magical girls in your favorite animes and mangas, The Magical Girl’s
Guide to Life teaches you how your self-care journey starts by uncovering the magical girl within. With fun exercises, journal prompts, and
personality tests, you’ll quickly learn everything you need to know about your magical girl self, including your magical girl name, what type of
power you possess, and what cute companion will perfectly complement your magical girl journey. Once your magical girl identity is locked in,
you’ll learn how to take on the world and continue your self-growth by: Discovering your magical girl gang Punching fear in the face/defining
your monster Developing your magical girl beauty routine Finding love after fighting crime And more! With gorgeous illustrations and
entertaining animated characters, The Magical Girl’s Guide to Life reveals how self-love, sisterhood, and magic go together. Perfect for fans
of anime and manga like Sailor Moon, Cardcaptor Sakura, and more!
Card Captor Sakura. Perfect editionCardcaptor Sakura Collector's Edition 4Kodansha Comics
Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she’s never gotten good grades, and, well, she’s a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking
cat, she begins a journey that will teach her she has a well of great strength just beneath the surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for
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her friends as Sailor Moon! Experience the Sailor Moon manga as never before in these extra-long editions (about 300 pages each).
? A lifetime of communication skills starts here?the ultimate writing Notebook size 6*9 110 pages? CLASSIC BLACK PAON NOTEBOOK:
BLACK PAON classic notebooks are perfect notebooks for writing journals, a daily diary, or note taking in college classes or meetings.
BLACK PAON notebooks are beloved by travelers & bullet journalists for their slim design.? DURABLE COVER & ELASTIC CLOSURE: Hold
writing projects & notes in your BLACK PAON notebook with an elastic closure band & inner storage folders. Leather-like classic BLACK
PAON cover & thick, ivory paper pages are perfect for writing with fountain pens.? GIFT QUALITY NOTEBOOKS: BLACK PAON planners,
journals and notebooks come in softcover . The binding and cover have a durable finish, designed for daily journaling, writing and sketching.?
DELUXE QUALITY PAGES: BLACK PAON's thick, ivory paper pages in softcover BLACK PAON notebook, cahier or volant journal, or
BLACK PAON planner are perfectly textured for writing with a ballpoint pen, fountain pen, or pencil.? size 6*9 110 pages Character Lined
Book? BLACK PAON QUALITY: We're dedicated to culture, travel, memory, imagination, & personal identity--both physical & digital. We
bring this commitment to our notebooks, bags, apps & smart pens & notebooks.
Cardcaptor Sakura brought a generation of readers to manga, and now it’s back in a definitive collector’s edition! Cardcaptor Sakura is one
of the all-time classics of the magical girl genre, and the Collector’s Edition will be the definitive version of the story, for both long-time fans
and readers new to the story. The adventures of the plucky Sakura Kinomoto are as adorably thrilling as ever, as she tracks down the
magical Clow Cards and plunges headlong into a world of sorcery beyond anything she could’ve imagined.
Osamu Tezuka’s vaunted storytelling genius, consummate skill at visual expression, and warm humanity blossom fully in his eight-volume
epic of Siddhartha’s life and times. Tezuka evidences his profound grasp of the subject by contextualizing the Buddha’s ideas; the emphasis
is on movement, action, emotion, and conflict as the prince Siddhartha runs away from home, travels across India, and questions Hindu
practices such as ascetic self-mutilation and caste oppression. Rather than recommend resignation and impassivity, Tezuka’s Buddha
predicates enlightenment upon recognizing the interconnectedness of life, having compassion for the suffering, and ordering one’s life
sensibly. Philosophical segments are threaded into interpersonal situations with ground-breaking visual dynamism by an artist who makes
sure never to lose his readers’ attention. Tezuka himself was a humanist rather than a Buddhist, and his magnum opus is not an attempt at
propaganda. Hermann Hesse’s novel or Bertolucci’s film is comparable in this regard; in fact, Tezuka’s approach is slightly irreverent in that
it incorporates something that Western commentators often eschew, namely, humor.
Cardcaptor Sakura brought a generation of readers to manga, and now it's back in a definitive collector's edition! Cardcaptor Sakura is one of
the all-time classics of the magical girl genre, and the Collector's Edition will be the definitive version of the story, for both long-time fans and
readers new to the story. The adventures of the plucky Sakura Kinomoto are as adorably thrilling as ever, as she tracks down the magical
Clow Cards and plunges headlong into a world of sorcery beyond anything she could've imagined.

CLAMP's masterwork Magic Knight Rayearth—now in a new translation! This update of the manga classic forms the centerpiece to
any CLAMP collection and is also a fantastic introduction to girl-powered adventure manga—perfect for fans of Sailor Moon and
She-Ra. While on a field trip to Tokyo Tower, three teenage girls cross a magical portal and are transported to another world
called Cefiro. There they are summoned through the last remaining strength of the Princess Emeraude, who believes the trio will
become the magic knights who will save her, as prophesied by legend.
The world-renowned Louvre museum in Paris contains more than just the most famous works of art in history. At night, within its
darkened galleries, an unseen and surreal world comes alive—a world witnessed only by the small family of cats that lives in the
attic. Until now... Translated by Tekkonkinkreet film director Michael Arias. -- VIZ Media
Yuta became immortal when he unwittingly ate mermaid flesh, and now he seeks a way to become human again. Hundreds of
years later, he encounters a volatile and determined young lady named Mana while searching for a mermaid. Could this
mysterious woman hold the key to saving Yuta’s humanity? -- VIZ Media
Buddha the Enlightened One, Jesus the Son of God. After successfully bringing the previous century to a close, the two are
currently sharing an apartment in Tachikawa as they enjoy a vacation down on Earth. Buddha pinches pennies like the typical
neighborhood housewife, while Jesus makes lots of impulse buys. Read about the saintliest duo's days in Tachikawa. And at last,
Jesus's bodyguards the Archangels are unveiled. And Brahma with his deep, dark eyebrows disrupts the calm in Buddha's heart!
In order to protect Sakura from Yuna D. Kaito and his mysterious, powerful magic, a familiar face returns to Tomoeda to support
Cerberus and Yue. Meanwhile, Syaoran reveals the secret he’s kept long hidden from Sakura. Then Sakura finally learns the
origin of the clear cards–and what their sudden appearance means about her own magical powers…
Cardcaptor Sakura is one of the all-time classics of the magical girl genre, and the Collector’s Edition will be the definitive version
of the story, for both long-time fans and readers new to the story. The adventures of the plucky Sakura Kinomoto are as adorably
thrilling as ever, as she tracks down the magical Clow Cards and plunges headlong into a world of sorcery beyond anything she
could’ve imagined.
MYSTERIES WITHIN MYSTERIES Strange things are afoot in Sakura’s neighborhood again, beginning with the appearance of
puzzling transparent cards in her dreams. Those same dreams have brought her a key that can capture the cards, but as Sakura
begins to round up the troublemaking cards that are complicating her shiny new middle-school life, the mysteries only
multiply—beginning with the mystery of the new transfer student in her class…
Cardcaptor Sakura was the top-selling girls manga in Japan, and it's become the top-selling girls manga in America, too! Now fans can
collect all of the full-color artwork from Clamp featuring their favorite characters. Each volume of the Art of Cardcaptor Sakura contains over
100 full color pictures from the series, most of which have never before been seen in America.
After retrieving all of the evil Clow Cards, fifth-grader Sakura, Master of the Clow, must now face the challenges sent by Clow Reed, the
creator of the Clow Cards, while also dealing with her love for older student Yukito.
Usagi and her sailor guardian friends encounter mysteries, allies, and enemies in a series of short stories, including a tale about an
astrophysicist stumbling upon an alien invasion plan for Earth.
Legacies and Futures Sakura finally has a date with her darling Syaoran! She’s working hard to make the perfect picnic lunch for him, but on
the big day, a strange message arrives, calling Sakura away to her great-grandfather’s home. Then, Sakura’s late mother appears to her
again–perhaps bringing with her the answers to the questions about the hooded figure from Sakura’s dreams, and the beginning of the
solution to the mystery of the transparent cards themselves…
Now a hit anime! The new action fantasy set in a steampunk Tokyo from the creator of the smash hit Soul Eater! The city of Tokyo is in the
grip of a reign of terror! Possessed by demons, people have begun to burst into flame, leading to the establishment of a special firefighting
team- the Fire Force, ready to roll on a moment's notice to fight spontaneous combustion anywhere it might break out. But the team is about
to get a very unique addition- Shinra, a boy who possesses the unique power to run at the speed of a rocket, leaving behind the famous
"devil's footprints" (and destroying his shoes in the process). Can the Fire Force discover the source of this strange phenomenon and put a
stop to it? Or will the city burn to ashes first?
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